GFACN32 CWAO

PRAIRIES REGION
REGION DES PRAIRIES

ICE TURB & FZLV L

ISSUED AT 03/07/2022 0525Z
VALID AT 03/07/2022 0600Z

LEGEND/LEGENDE

MOD ICE
MOD TURB

SEV ICE
SEV TURB

HGT ASL UNLS NOTED
CB TCU AND ACC IMPLY SIG TURB AND ICE
CB IMPLIES L LVL WS
NIL-LGT RIME ICEIC ABV FZLV L UNLS NOTED, NIL-LGT TURB UNLS NOTED

COMMENTS/COMMENTA IRES
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ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE CANADA
ENVIRONNEMENT ET ChangEMENT CLIMATIQUE CANADA